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County Environment-Friendly Pest Management Program Receives 

Green California Leadership Award  
 

San Jose, CALIF. – Today, the Santa Clara County’s Integrated Pest Management Program 

received a Green California Leadership Award from the Green California Summit Advisory Board at 

the 2009 Green California Summit and Exposition in Sacramento.  The Award recognizes the 

County’s efforts in using environment-friendly products and services.  

 

“We are honored to receive a Green California Leadership Award,” said Supervisor Liz Kniss, 

President of the Board of Supervisors. “This award recognizes the County’s commitment to 

purchasing and using environment-friendly products and services whenever possible. I want to 

encourage more counties and cities to join us in this endeavor."  

 

Each year, the Green California Summit Advisory Board grants the Green California Leadership 

Awards in eight different categories, including Climate Change, Waste Management, Energy 

Innovation, Transportation, Green Building, Water Management, Purchasing and Green Culture, to 

recognize outstanding environmental achievements in state and local governments. The Award 

highlights and celebrates successful projects implemented in California that are publicly financed 

and executed, and have provided a measurable benefit to the natural or human environment.  
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“The mission of the Integrated Pest Management Program is to prevent pesticide pollution through 

effective leadership, communication, coordination, training and evaluation of various reduced-risk 

pest management projects,” said Naresh Duggal, the County’s Integrated Pest Management 

Program Manager. “The success of this program is the result of multidisciplinary collaboration and 

we thank everyone that has joined us in this endeavor.” 

 

In 2002, the County developed environmentally preferable purchasing guidelines that require 

contractors and in-house services providers to purchase reduced-risk products and services for 

pest control in structures, urban turf and landscapes, wildlife pest management, aquatic pest 

management, right-of-way vegetation management, and indoor plant maintenance. The guidelines 

also apply to all new and renewed County contracts and provision related to leases, easements, 

capital project planning, design and renovations. These requirements have enabled the County to 

mitigate pest problems proactively. 

 

Also in 2002, the County of Santa Clara, in collaboration with Cornell University, established 

pesticide selection criteria and developed a list of reduced risk pesticide products.  In addition, the 

total number of pesticide applications and volume has been reduced while the use of non-chemical 

alternatives has increased significantly.  

 

Over the past seven years, the Program has implemented a number of green technologies and 

approaches in its pest management efforts that include the following:  

 Development of an IPM-Pesticide Use Reporting Software, a digital governance software using 

web/database applications and technologies  

 Use of biotechnology technologies, to control cockroaches, fleas, drain flies  

 Use of reduced risk pesticide formulations such as bait, gels, bait matrices and pesticide 

products 

 Use of precision application equipment technology to reduce pesticide volume by 85% 
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 Use of mulch in urban landscapes, parks and roadside’s right of ways to divert landscape 

waste from waste stream  

 Use of ThermaPure patented heat technology and borates to control termites   

 Use of biotechnology and aerators to increase oxygen content in ponds and lakes and reduce 

algal blooms  

 Use of vacuum to control arthropods in structures and grounds 

 Vermin proofing buildings by fixing entry points, using door sweeps and bird barriers to prevent 

rodent entry and birds roosting on buildings  

 Developing strategic baiting and lure technology to control yellow jackets, cockroaches, ants 

 Use of traps to resolve urban wildlife conflicts such as California ground squirrels   

 

About the 2009 Green California Summit and Exposition 

The 2009 Green California Summit and Exposition features educational programs to help 

attendants expand knowledge on a wide range of critical issues such as climate change, energy 

efficiency, green building, and developing an organizational “green culture.” The 2009 Green 

California Summit and Exposition highlights hundreds of green products and services and serves 

as an important Green Technology Platform to bring together expertise in various fields to share 

information with each other. For more information about the Summit, go to: www.green-

technology.org/gcsummit/attendees.htm. 
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